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The world’s transportation sector needs HIGH MPG, NEAR-ZERO-POLLUTION, 

INTERNAL COMBUSTION VEHICLES, if its to meet Paris Accord and other 

regulatory requirements. There is no time to  wait, a solution is needed NOW.  

As it happens, our company has a patented solution: Vehicles powered by 

the PATENTED Counterpoise Hybrid-Electric Powertrain.  In short, our  hybrid 

vehicles will be the most efficient (MPG), with the lowest carbon-footprint 

(less than 90 grams per Km), in the market, and we’ve patented all the 

underlying technology.

Counterpoise bi-radial engine technology is the solution to the pollution & MPG 

dilemma we face from combustion engines, especially heavy-engines - the engines 

that drive the world’s economy.  Using Counterpoise bi-radial technology we will build a 

new generation of hybrid vehicles. To prove the  superiority of our technology, we will 

first build a Class 8 truck that will achieve 15-20 MPG and emit near-zero pollutants. 

15 MPG is about an 83% MPG  improvement over any heavy-engine marketed 

anywhere in the world. We will also demonstrate that our drivetrain can under-pin 

cars that can compete with any sports-coupe on the market. 

After building our first two vehicles and proving our powertrain design, we will be 

positioned to capture a multi-billion dollar global market opportunity. 

We hope you will join us in bringing a new generation of, low-pollution, super-powerful,  

hybrid-vehicles to the world.

Derek Bailey, 
Founder & Chief Executive



POLLUTION FREE HEAVY-DUTY ENGINES

Zero-Emission is the primary design goal. We will build 

hybrid Counterpoise Bi-Radial powertrains that exceed 

Paris Accord and EPA guidelines for emissions  from 

heavy-duty & light-duty vehicles.

.

A Hybrid-Electric Internal Combustion Engine Powertrain, With a Carbon-Footprint

Near That of a Full-Electric Vehicle & Capable of Powering the World’s

Light & Heavy-Duty Vehicles While Driving Down Global CO2 Emissions.

HIGH MPG HEAVY-DUTY ENGINES

High MPG is the second goal. The fuel savings from an 83% 

MPG  improvement will help businesses quickly recapture 

the cost of the  conversion from dirty engines to clean 

Counterpoise engines / vehicles.

.

Concept car



North America | Europe | Russia
Paris Accord has goals &  

requirements vehicle emission 
reductions, specifically  from

heavy-engines vehicles.

China | Asia
Booming economy has lead  

to huge smog problem,  
caused by factories and

truck  pollution. New laws & 
taxes  are being imposed.

India | Africa | +
In India the problem is so
bad the government has
imposed a special tax on
trucks to fight pollution

Latin America | MEX
Major political 
problems  are 

developing in Latin  
America due to heavy  

engine pollution

In Parts Of The World The Situation Is Critical!

Situation Critical
Situation Critical Situation Critical

The critical problem is caused mostly because of growing economies which require more heavy engine use. This is the dilemma: grow economy or protect environment.

Internal Combustion Engines are Driving CO2 Emissions Around the World. 

Experts predict we have until about 2050 to reduce CO2 emissions. Power generation and transportation fleets are the one and two 

biggest contributors to GHG emissions. Electric vehicles cannot produce the required CO2 reductions because they’d first need to be 

recharged from a low-pollution power generation system, which won’t exist for 100 years.  



VEHICLE POLLUTION IS MOSTLY UNBURNED FUEL FROM THE COMBUSTION CYCLE

In a spark ignition engine, a typical petrol charge is a homogenous mix of fuel and  air, that is then compressed. A spark is 

required to begin combusiton, this causes  a flame front at the spark point that then propogates through the entire charge.

Any unburnt fuel after this will then not burn during the rest of the power stroke.  This combustion happens rapidly, and is 

complete after maybe 15-20 crank  degrees.

While, for a diesel engine, Rodulf Diesel claimed… ‘ process for converting the heat  energy of fuel into work, consisting in first 

compressing air, or a mixture of air and  neutral gas or vapor, to a degree producing a temperature above the igniting point 

of  the fuel to be consumed, then gradually introducing the fuel for combustion into the  compressed air while expanding 

against a resistance sufficiently to prevent an  essential increase of temperature and pressure, then discontinuing the supply 

of fuel  and further expanding without transfer of heat.’

In both cases, 50% of the fuel is not burnt during the combustion process. In addition, only the downward 

pressure on the piston from the explosion is used – the pressure forced to the top of the bore head is 

wasted / rejected heat. 

(The Counterpoise engine design captures that upward pressure and uses it for work – this has never been 

accomplished before.)



A more efficient, near-zero emission, internal combustion drivetrain. 
Replace the powerful, but polluting, internal combustion engines of today with a new generation of low-pollution 

hybrid-vehicles which can work along-side electric vehicles in reducing global CO2 emissions.

1 2 3 4
NEW ENGINE CYCLE NEW ENGINE DESIGN

Patented, bi-radial design  uses half 

the pistons to achieve the same power 

as a standard engine. Weight 

reductions improve overall efficiency.

HYBRID DRIVETRAIN

Hybrid drivetrain uses the near-zero 

emission engine as the prime-mover for 

a patented electric-generator which 

powers the batteries & drivetrain.

CLEANEST FUEL

As the first goal is near-zero emission, 

the engine is fueled by clean 

liquefied natural gas.

PATENTED PATENTEDPATENTED

Otto Cycle

Diesel Cycle

WolvertonBailey Cycle

Atkinson Cycle

23% Efficient

35% more efficient 
than Otto cycle

80% more efficient 
than Otto

Counterpoise drivetrain technology, combines a new engine cycle with a new-generator motor to create a near-zero internal combustion drivetrain.  
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BURN ALL THE FUEL
Our Design Combines A Longer Power-Stroke,  

with our patent pending Multi-Spark 
Header Device

USE LESS FUEL
We use half the cylinders to provide 

the same power. I.e. A 4-cylinder WBI 
engine proves the same  power as a 

current 8-clyinder. In addition, engine 
weight is cut nearly in half,

which boosts overall efficiency.

EXTRACT MORE WORK
BY USING REJECTED HEAT
We extract more of the energy created at 
ignition, by using  the pressure on the piston, 
and the opposite reaction  pressure on ceiling 
of the bore to counter-rotate to add  20% more 
torque.

COMBINE A SIMPLE MOLECULE  
FUEL WITH A NOVEL AFTER
COMBUSTION FILTER
We are optimizing our engine to run on liquefied natural
gas - the cleanest fossil fuel. We have a novel emission 
filter in  development which will provide Zero to near-
zero emissions from the tailpipe.

Each piece of the puzzle Is a part of our Patented Near-Zero Emission 
Counterpoise Bi-Radial Engine Design That Will Power Our Vehicles
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Our engine incorporates the best aspects of the 

great engine innovations  while adding unique art 

to achieve higher levels of efficiency, greater 

market relevance, and a new patents.

Miller Cycle
We incorporate the strengths of the Miller cycle, i.e. pressurizing the input 

mixture to  the input cycle - however, we accomplish this with a natural 

super-charging effect  from our rotating bore assembly and air plenum 

instead of a with a Turbocharger which puts more pressure on the engine.

Otto Cycle
We take the best of the Otto cycle by using a round piston ring and seal 
configuration,  making our engine manufacture conform with standard

manufacturing.

We Add New Art To Engine Design
Our technology uses mechanical leverage advantage for output torque from the  

bore assembly to add to the torque from the crank providing a 20% power  

increase in torque, and our design captures the action and reaction from the 

fuel  mixture i.e. we use the pressure on the piston and the pressure on the ceiling 

of  the bore. No Engine To Date Has These Advantages.

Atkinson Cycle
We incorporate Atkinson’s key strengths of leverage and shorter 

compression  cycles, while delivering a power stroke on every rotation 

of the crankshaft.
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WE’RE INTEGRATING OUR PATENTED POWERTRAIN INTO OUR CUSTOM VEHICLE DESIGNS



DISTRIBUTION is the primary reason alternative vehicles struggle to displace

gas and diesel. There are more than 700,000 gas and diesel distribution points

globally, providing consumer and commercial drivers with easy fueling options.

The distribution advantage has worked to help keep the world locked into

high-CO2 emission fuels – with no end in sight.

Building super-charging stations or alternative

fueling stations will take years and will cost 100s of

millions of dollars

While natural gas is abundant in most parts of the country, distribution

points for liquefied natural gas are limited, and this limits the

penetration of natural gas in the commercial trucking industry.

Consumer sales of EVs and alternative and bio-fuel vehicles

will not reach a critical mass until consumers can refuel as

easily as they do now with gas & diesel.



Put Fuel Conversion On-board The Vehicle. 

IN-VEHICLE GAS CONVERTOR

Patent pending micro-scale onboard 

natural gas-to-liquefied natural gas 

conversion system, that accepts gas 

from a standard gas line.

Easy setup of new distribution points. 

Gas line, ability to charge and a

custom dispenser head.

FAST BUILDOUT

Simpler system cost about 10% of a 

traditional recharging or alternative 

fueling station. 

System could easily be built on a 

dealer model whereby locations 

would let dealers install the service 

points on the property and collect 

commissions, similar to the old 

payphone installation vendor model.

LESS COMPLEXITY

Our technology allows the conversion to liquefied natural gas from natural 
gas to take place onboard the vehicle, using a micro-scale conversion 
unit. This method is simpler, removes the need for storage tanks etc. 
making setting up distribution points quicker and less expensive. 

While our technology is fuel neutral (our engine cycle burns any fuel more efficiently)

We are also building vehicles / powertrains optimized to run on liquefied natural gas,

And this technology will solve the distribution problem.
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NON-GREEN POWER TO ELECTRIC CARS
Electric cars rely on regular charging from the
local electricity network. The power plants
providing that energy aren’t emission-free;
even in California, 80% of electricity came
from burning fossil fuels in 2016, while solar
and wind together made up less than 14%.

“I couldn’t bear to hear them say the words 

‘zero  emissions vehicle’ one more time,” 

says Joshua  Graff Zivin, who advised one of 

California’s three  main utilities, San Diego 

Gas & Electric, on  electric cars. Graff Zivin is 

a professor of  economics and public policy 

at the University of  California, San Diego.

Using UCS’s formula, a Tesla Model X 

charging  in the Los Altos Whole Foods 

garage achieves a  fuel efficiency 

equivalent to 81 miles per gallon –

80%

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3

Problem 4

Problem 5

Electric vehicles recharge on a grid that still relies primarily on fossil fuels. Until all 
power generation is green, electric  vehicles are not zero-emission - they simply 
emit at the power source. 
.
Today’s green energy is not commercially reliable. Sun and wind are not always on, 
and their generated  energy is not easily stored for future use.

Green energy cannot be saved for night - current grid uses power as it’s
generated.

Lithium and rare-earth metals use in battery packs are obtained from 
environment-destroying open-pit mines,  and lithium is a Class 9 miscellaneous 
hazardous material under US regulations (40 CFR 173.21(c)[5])

Heavy equipment will require even bigger or more batteries. Powerful hybrids 
with smaller batteries might be a better option.

Our electric grid is simply not ready yet

Statements from the experts



The Counterpoise HEV will power a new 

generation of near-zero emission, powerful, 

hybrid car and truck vehicles

Car / Light & Heavy Truck / Marine

Piston aircraft: drones, helicopters, and small 

aircraft will benefit from our powerful 

hybrid-drivetrain technology

Piston Aircraft
The more efficient and powerful 

Counterpoise engine has the potential to 

displace diesel engines as the primary

backup-generator powertrain

Generator / Micro-Grid

Our technology has applications across many industry sectors. 

We will manufacture for two sectors (light and heavy vehicle) and

license our powertrain to other sectors. 

$143 B $101 B $5 B



PATENTED COUNTERPOISE BI-RADIAL ENGINE
Similar to the Siemens-Halske Bi-Radial Engine, the Counterpoise Bi-Radial Engine 

has cylinders around a single crankshaft and the crankshaft rotates as well as the 

bore assembly. The configuration draws on the benefits of a bi-radial engine’s 

elliptical path, plus four power strokes per revolution. It has twice the power of the  

standard Otto / Diesel cycle, and unlike any engine ever developed, the bore 

assemblies are positioned with a PATENTED angle integrated into each bore, 

such that the pressure on the ceiling of the bore is pushing the bore in the desired 

direction, to aid the output torque of the engine - This has never been 

accomplished before. Since the pressure on the piston and the ceiling 

of the bore are the same, the available torque is captured twice. 

Del Wolverton and Derek Bailey patented the Counterpoise Engine in 2015

Working prototype. Production engines in 2019

Fewer parts & less expensive to build. Simple design.

Granted US patent #9,074,527 B2

83% more efficient than existing engine cycles



Two power-strokes per revolution allows us to build engines with comparable power at half-the-

weight. (i.e. A 4-cylinder provides HP and torque comparable to a standard 8-cylinder engine.)

Complete elimination of the valve-

train & flywheel, found in standard 

engines, which reduces friction losses & 

improves efficiency .

No engine has ever used both ends of 

the explosive pressure. We capture the 

pressure at the top of the bore and use 

it to rotate the bore which adds more 

torque & power through the gearset. 

A more than 20% power increase. –

No Engine TO DATE Does This.

Maximizes leverage like a locomotive 

engine. Counterpoise technology uses 

mechanical leverage advantage for 

output torque from the bore assembly 

to add to the torque from the crank.  

Pistons balanced against each other. 

Each piston fires in sequence each 

time around, and travel in a smooth 

oval path.

X

CAPTURES MORE PRESSURE PATENTED BORE ANGLES BALANCED PISTONS



We incorporate key strengths of the Miller cycle, i.e. pressurizing the input mixture to the 

input cycle - however we accomplished this with a natural supercharging effect from our 

air plentium, which has turbine-like fans to pull-in and compress air , with better 

performance than a turbo, to: strengthen engine torque  at low revolutions, help vehicles 

acceleration, without the pressure on the engine of an additional turbo device.  

Air Plenum at top of engines acts as a supercharger

Carbon and hydrogen construct the origin of most fossil fuels. In an ideal thermodynamic equilibrium, the 

complete combustion of fuel only generates CO2 and H2O in the combustion chambers of the engine (Prasad 

and Bella 2010). However, in diesel and otto engine cycles ideal combustion is impossible to obtain, for many 

reasons (the air–fuel ratio, ignition timing, combustion form, air–fuel concentration, combustion temperature, 

etc.), and therefore a number of harmful byproducts are generated during combustion. In diesel engines the 

most significant byproducts are CO (carbon monoxide), HC (hydrocarbons), NOx (nitrogen oxides), and PM 

(particulate matter), in addition to CO2 (carbon dioxide).  The Counterpoise engine promotes optimum fuel /air 

mixture,  & air-fuel-concentration / ratios. More complete combustion of the fuel, and the total use of available 

energy created from combustion results in a low-level of CO2 emissions and very few byproducts – helping us 

reach our near-zero emission design goal

Engine rotation promotes better combustion

By counter-rotating, the Counterpoise design completes the 730 degree engine 

cycle in 320 degrees, using half the pistons, but producing the same HP as a 

standard IC engine design, but with superior torque.

Smaller engine size increases overall vehicle efficiency

Borrows key strengths of Otto Cycle
Counterpoise design uses the proven round piston ring and seal configurations of 

the Otto engine to eliminate the sealing problems of other newer designs.



PATENTED HYBRID-GENERATOR MOTOR
Our Hybridyne-motor will allow a small control voltage, applied to 

the input, to be regenerated through the double stages of a 

“Quadrature” generator to develop generous amounts of electrical 

power to the batteries and drive motors in a hybrid vehicle. 

Prototype in testing. Production in 2019.

Comparable in price to current power circuit devices

Granted US patent April 2018  – Number not yet published

10,000:1 Power gains



The theory of operation of WBI’s Hybridyne Engine is simple: it takes advantage of the principle of the 

Amplidyne Motor Generator used in WWII to position the massive gun mounts aboard US Naval Ships. 

The Amplidyne was considered obsolete technology because of the efficiency of the motor in the 

Motor-Generator system, and was replaced by Solid State devices for controlling Pulse Width Modulated 

(PWM) power circuits.  Since all existing hybrid vehicles use a form of generator driven by a small engine, 

ultimately controlled by the above PWM circuitry, We saw that the industry had overlooked a very reliable, 

and proven control system. 

As the “prime mover”, we substitute the Counterpoise Engine for the AC Motor used in the original 

Amplidyne, calling the resulting hybrid a Hybridyne.  Since we are not converting electric power to motion 

in the motor, then converting it back to electricity in the generator and, in turn, modulating that electricity 

to drive electric motors on the wheels, as is the current paradigm for hybrid engines, we will eliminate the 

power loss at multiple stages.

The Hybridyne allows a small control voltage, applied to the input, to be regenerated through the double 

stages of a “Quadrature” generator to develop generous amounts of electrical power to the batteries and 

drive motors in a hybrid vehicle. 



Referring to the attached drawings above, you will see that the Hybridyne motor

is composed of three stages. 

Stage 1- The Prime Mover
The prime-mover is the near-zero-emission Counterpoise engine. The engine provides the power required for 

charging the storage batteries.

Stage 2 – The Control IN generator

This takes an electrical current applied to the Stationary Field Coils and creates a magnetic field between 

the two Stationary Fields. The strength of this magnetic field is variable and controlled by the input control 

circuitry.  The Rotating Armatures in the Control IN Generator move through the magnetic field in this stage 

and create an output current that is directly applied to the rotating portion of Stage 3, thus eliminating the 

need for brushes. Additionally, the two Rotating Armatures are at right angles to each other, which 

eliminates magnetic coupling between them, allowing each to have a power gain of approximately 100:1.

Stage 3 – The Drive Power generator

This unique application of an inside-out generator has a Rotating Armature that is current-fed by the 

rotating portion of Stage 2. The magnetic field rotating with this armature is always 90 degrees away from 

the Stage 2 output field, and therefore does not affect it. The Prime Mover supplies rotational energy to this 

Rotating Armature, moving it through the Stationary output coils of Stage 3, which then induces a large 

current in the windings of the Output Coil. The power gain of the Stage 3 generator is also 100:1 and at a 

constant 90 degree offset from the Input Field Coil of Stage 2. The resultant output field does not affect the 

input field.

Ultimately, the combined power 

gains are multiplied, providing an 

overall input to output power of 

nearly 10,000:1. 

This was the genius of the original 

Amplidyne, and by marrying its 

power control with Counterpoise 

engine efficiency, we will allow 

hybrid-vehicles to minimize their 

carbon footprint while transfering

exceptional power to the drive 

chain! 



Micro-Scale Natural Gas Convertor
Allows for a gas-to-liquid convertor system to placed on-board a 

vehicle, allowing the vehicle to liquify its own gas into its holding 

tanks, from a any natural gas head. This technology will help break 

the distribution challenge faced by natural gas fueled vehicles.

First intent is for Class-8 vehicles and then light-vehicles.

System based on existing patents – scaled to our 
engine.  Prototype in 2019

Less expensive to build than EV battery system

Patent Pending for micro-scale gas conversion

Converts natural gas to liquid form into fuel tank



We will contract manufacture and sell strategically chosen vehicles as a certified 

minority-owned firm, which should provide access to 30% set-aside programs, at the 

city, state and federal level, and open the door to sole-source contracts as the 

only minority-owned producer of vehicles in America – with patented technology.



‘BIG DEREK’ SEMI-TRUCK
Liquefied natural gas powered Class-8 semi-truck, priced at $180,000 

and aimed directly at Tesla’s pure electric semi.  We will purchase / 

license a fully-proven electric powertrain and pair it with our natural 

gas hybrid generator-engine. We want to prove the efficacy of using 

our natural gas design to matching the carbon-footprint of a pure EV.

Production vehicle in 2020-2021

Purchase integrated vehicle: $100K Sell for $180K

1200 mile range.  24 MPG. Near-zero emission.

Match Tesla specs of 60 MPG up 5% grade

Principal Product Development. 

Our initial products serve three purposes:
1. Produce revenue for the company

2. Demonstrate the superiority of our underlying technology

3. Apply pressure on market sectors competitors to license or 

partner with us on our technology development

Success of the Class-8 truck powertrain opens licensing & partnership opportunities in heavy-engine, marine, generator, and soon tanker sectors.



ELECTRA MOBILE
The Electra Mobile will be a limited edition  vehicle, sold in the luxury 

sedan category for $115,000. The sedan will demonstrate our 

technology in a passenger vehicle, and show an option to 

recharging EVs and PHEVs from the electric-grid.

Production vehicle in 2020-2021

Purchase integrated vehicle: $80K Sell for $115K

80 MPGe. Near-zero emission.

Proven electric-powertrain- Sports car performance



LICENSING & PARTNERSHIPS
We have the opportunity to license a near-zero emission IC engine, 

and or a hybrid-drivetrain that challenges the pure EV in terms of 

cost and carbon footprint. We believe that the hybrid-drivetrain will 

prove to be market choice for consumers as they learn the 

limitations of recharging Ev’s from a ‘non-green’ electric-grid.

Systems ready for licensing  2020 -2021

$135 licensing fee equals a $6.5 billion licensing market

Two patents, one pending protect superior powertrain.

Near-zero carbon footprint for an IC engine technology



Market sectors where we intend to focus on 

licensing  & partnership opportunities

Car & light-truck - $800 Million

Micro-grid / community electrification - $1.5 billion

Heavy-engine – Truck, bus, marine, tanker, air-craft  $1.6 billion

Backup Generators – residential /commercial  $2.2 billion

Specialty vehicles (custom food trucks, etc.) - $20 Million

Other: Autonomous cars, Human ride-share business 



Management is targeting four revenue opportunities for the company. 
The company will avoid the pitfalls of becoming a manufacturer, by using global

manufacturing partners tor the production of its vehicles.  

BUSINESS MODEL

Company projections plan for 1000 luxury 

vehicles sales per year, growing 

3% annually.

Company will not seek to 

become a manufacturer in 

the near-term, we will use 

experienced producers. 

Company projections plan 

for 500 vehicles sales per 

year, growing 3%. Will use 

our status as a certified-

minority firm to secure sole-

source contracts for trucks, 

and buses, under existing 

city, state, and federal set-

aside programs.

Company anticipates 

licensing fees being 35% of 

its revenue once the 

production engine is 

complete. 

Management plans license 

for equity transactions for 

greater long-term revenue.

Contract 
Manufacturing Boutique Car Manufacturer

Class-8 Truck, Bus, 
Municipal Vehicle 

Supplier

Technology
Licensor 

Joint-Ventures



The Company expects to use a variety of marketing tools including guerilla/grassroots marketing, affiliate and direct 

marketing programs, public relations, and key strategic alliances to drive future sales, the sale of Founder vehicles, 

and the sale vehicles to city, state and federal agencies. 

MARKETING & SALES STRATEGY

Certified minority-owned 

contracting - In most cases 

we will be the only 

minority supplier.

Target a variety of social-

media influencers who 

have large numbers of 

followers, around specific 

topics, like new luxury cars, 

new truck technology, 

black enterprise, car lovers, 

climate concern, green 

technology, etc. 

We will design and 

promote two vehicles in 

different auto sectors to 

bring focus our underlying 

technology. We will sell 

a limited edition of 

the vehicles to 

first-mover buyers.

Articles & blogs that 

promote the idea that it 

might be better not to 

charge EVs from the grid. 

Promote the benefits of 

using clean natural gas in 

the transportation sector.

Public Relations Government Lobby

Founder Series

Grid-Charging vs 
Onboard Charging

Clean Natural Gas

America’s First
Minority-Owned  Car 

Manufacturer  

The IC Engine
Reinvented

Promote our reinvention of 

the internal combustion 

engine, and its benefits for 

the environment, along 

side pure electric-

powertrains



Hybrid Electric Vehicles
• Runs mostly on IC Engine

• Uses battery for city driving

• Benefits from regen. braking

• Avg. 40-50 MPGe

• Does not rely on electric-grid

• Weak driving performance

• Standard engine is heavy, 

expensive, and has 

poor emissions profile:

124 grams of CO2 Per Km.

Electric Vehicles 
• Runs on Electric Motor

• Single battery bank.

• Benefits from regen. braking

• Avg. 80-100 MPGe, depending 

on source of electricity.

• Charges from electric-grid

• Electric car performance

• No emission at the car, but 

considerable emission at 

Power source

Plug-in Hybrid EV
• Runs mostly on IC Engine

• Uses battery for city driving

• Avg. 40-50 MPGe

• Charges from electric-grid

• Weak driving performance

• Standard engine is heavy, 

expensive, and has 

poor emissions profile: :

124 grams of CO2 Per Km.

Counterpoise Electric Vehicle
• Runs on Electric AC Motor

• Two battery banks feed motor

neither discharges below 48%

and switch / charge during use.

• Benefits from regen. braking

• Avg. 80-90 MPGe

• Does not rely on electric-grid

• Electric car performance

• 200 HP Engine / 149 kW

with near-zero emissions :  80 grams

of CO2 Per Km.

Counterpoise powertrain creates a new class of HEVs by improving the IC engine, and running 

on an electric-drivetrain. All the benefits of the EV without the charging dilemma, and we 

relieve stress on community electric-grids.



A 4-cylinder, 200 HP, Counterpoise, 

on-demand charging system, weighing less 

than 400 lbs will supply 149 kW of direct-current 

(DC) charging power directly to the batteries.

Dual banks of Counterpoise engines & 30kWh 

battery banks alternatively drive the vehicle & 

recharge. Banks are not allowed to discharge 

below 48%. 

Torque and HP can be increased without 

increasing displacement by changing 

patented bore angles.

Superior Base Design

This is no real comparison of the Counterpoise drivetrain to current Class-8 drivetrains:

Standard Counterpoise Tesla Semi

Drivetrain Weight 8,000 lbs 3,000 lbs 13,000 lbs

MPG /MPGe 7-10 15-20 19.1

Emissions grams/km          223 94 0 – at vehicle

Note: Its estimated that a Tesla semi will draw as much electricity as 3000 homes for an hour –so emissions 

at the power plant are significant. Imagine impact on a local electric-grid of 20-30 of these vehicles 

pulling in to charge-up.

Derek Automotive will demonstrate a natural gas-to-electric powertrain with an 
MPGe of 15-20, and low-emissions, In our first generation Class-8 vehicle.

Class-8 Vehicles



Counterpoise Hybrid Electric 
• Engine creates the electric to power

batteries which power the vehicle –

just like an electric vehicle.

• Emission target exceeds EU & EPA

vehicle emission goals – 95 g/km

• Emission trackable to each vehicle

• Gas / natural gas fuel option

• Basically an EV with its own clean-

burning powerplant.

Charge From Electric-Grid
• More than half of power plants still

Burn coal to supply power – with 

significant CO2 emissions.

• Cleaner plants burn natural gas

• High cost to add capacity to handle

electric-vehicles

• Renewables have only 14% 

Penetration in the G-8 and 

about 5% globally.

• More CO2 will be emitted by charging

EVs from the grid.

The low carbon emission and high-mpg of our Counterpoise electric-generator motor makes 

on-board powering of electric drivetrains preferable to plugging into the electric-grid
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PATENTS CARBON FOOTPRINT COST TO BUILD COST TO FUEL 

Pending Granted MPGe Grams of CO2
Per Km Counterpoise Engine Hybrid-System Natural Gas

@15K miles Yr.
Gasoline

@15K miles Yr.

1 2
90 95

EU 
Target

For
HEVs

Exceeds
EPA

Goals

Matches
EV

In Most
Areas 60%

Fewer
Parts

35%
Cheaper

$615 $720

EV electric cost @15K Miles =$522

Year

Micro-
converter

Engine
&

Hybrid
System



No vehicle powertrain has EVER been developed, patented, and prototyped for less than $4 million dollars.

Patent Granted for Counterpoise bi-radial engine, a new vehicle powertrain

that is 83% more efficient than Diesel and Otto cycle engines.

Developed design and scale 3-D models of engine

components and assemblies. Built first metal prototype.

2015

2017

2018

2020

Patent Granted for hybrid-drive electric motor system, with the 

Counterpoise engine has the prime-mover in the hybrid system..

Vehicle & Licensing Sales. Company unveils its first two vehicles: a Class-

8 semi-truck, and a sports sedan, as well has its new engine and hybrid 

engine system for sale and licensing..

Successful demonstration of 2-cylinder prototype engine

proving the design concept.



2018 FUNDING
Close $100 Million funding round, 

and file $50 Million Reg. A+ Offering

VEHICLE PROTOTYPES
2021 introduction at auto shows & 

other media events. Begin 

vehicle & licensing sales.

DISTRIBUTION 
POINT DEV
Agreements with 

convenience stores & 

fueling locations for natural 

gas pumps.

POLICY
Extend EV support polices to 

our natural gas vehicles, at 

the city, state and federal 

levels. 
To vehicle production and $300 million in 

sales in 2023, and a multi-billion dollar 

valuation for our company.

$

DEVELOPMENT
Execute development 

agreements with FEV

and other 

development 

vendors, like

Magna &

Delphi.

PARTNERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT
Seek business & development

Partnerships with market

Leaders in various sectors.

ALREADY ACCOMPLISHED
• $4.5 million invested

• Two patents granted

• Working engine prototype



In the next phase of our development, the majority of development will be done 

by contractors and partners therefore we will have a small executive team 

(mostly project managers), until the ramp-up period to our vehicle launch.

DEREK BAILEY FEV ENGINEERINGPULAK DATTJAMES GORMLEY

Co-founder and named inventor of the 

Counterpoise engine and the hybrid-drive 

system. Former CEO of WolvertonBailey

Innovations, developers of the 

Counterpoise engine.

James is a consulting scientist and 

brings his experience in battery 

technology, and other renewable 

and backup power systems. Prior to 

joining the team James served as: a 

research scientist for Hyperloop.

Pulak is a mechanical engineer is   

the senior engineer and project 

manager working with contractors 

to guide all vehicle development 

projects.  Pulak earned a B.S. in 

mechanical engineering from the 

University of Maryland..

FEV is an internationally recognized 

powertrain and vehicle engineering 

company that supplies the global 

transportation industry. FEV offers a 

complete range of engineering

services in design, analysis, 

prototyping, powertrain and 

transmission development, as well

as vehicle integration. 



The Company is already 

breaking through the clutter and 

being recognized in the press.



I was the very first investor in the Counterpoise engine, when few

believed that a new patent would be granted for an internal

combustion engine. Two patents later, I couldn’t be happier. To,

now, see the stage being set for the engine to be integrated into

a new class of hybrid-vehicles, that will help with climate

change, makes me proud, and a two-time investor. Pattie Wexler, President

Wexler Packaging Products



The Company is raising $150 million in a series 

of offerings which includes a  regulation  D 

and Reg. a+ offering , as  well as a Regulated 

CF Offering for small investors

$150 Million 2nd Round

1B. Regulation D (Rule 506) $100-

Million Offering for Sophisticated 

Investors.
(Taking investments)

We  Are Launching Our  $50,000,000 

Direct Public Offering in 3 Phases:

Part 1.  $1,070,000 Crowdfunding, 

for unsophisticated  investors, under SEC CF 

rules on the StartEngine Equity Funding Site. 

($20 Million Pre-Money Valuation). 

Funding launching:  June, 2018.

Part 2. Tier 1 Regulation A+:

Upon registration we will  expand the CF offering 

to a $20 million  tier-1 Regulation A+ Offering, 

which is open to all investor types.

Part 3. Tier 2 Regulation A+: 

Upon qualification, registration and receipt of a 

ticker symbol, we will list over-the-counter, and 

expand offering to $50 Million, which is open to 

all investor types.

• Power train development, optimization, production 

plan. Contractor: FEV North America: Term: 8-18 

months -Est: $4.7 Million

• Hybridyne-generator optimization, integration & 

production plan: Contractor: Parker Hannifin. Term: 8-

12 months. Est: $380,000

• 10- Gallon. Micro-scale Gas conversion system, 

model & integration: Contractor: American Gas & 

Technology & WolvertonBailey Innovations: Term: 8-14 

Months. Est: $3.4 million.

• (Prototype)Truck body with electric-drivetrain & Total 

system integration. Testing & Verification. Contractor: 

Magna International. Term: 8-12 months. Est: $13.5 
Million. Targeted production cost per vehicle: 

$110,000 per unit.

• (Prototype) Sedan body with electric-drivetrain & 

system integration. Contractor: Valmet Automotive. 

Term: 18-24 months. Est. $12 Million (Reproduction of 

existing & tested design & drive-system).

• Targeted production cost per vehicle: $110,000 per 
unit. $85,000
• Reg. A+ legal & marketing cost: Est: $500,000
• Salaries & Overhead: $750,000 Yr. x 3-yrs to 
revenue: $2.2 million

•

• Working capital - $113,320,000 To purchase 

production units from contractors for resale, 

advertising, distribution support + plus building of 

generator, marine, and piston aircraft prototypes 

once power train is perfected - setting stage 

for licensing.



PROFORMA PROJECTIONS FOR DEREK AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

2021 2022 2023

REVENUES FROM OPERATIONS 211,009,050 323,839,976 327,078,376

COGS $ (130,614,602) $ 200,456,945 $ 202,461,515

GROSS PROFIT $ 80,394,448 123,383,031 $ 124,616,861

EXPENSES: SALES/MARKETING/GENERAL/ADMIN $ 12,660,543 19,430,399 $ 19,624,703

EBITDA $ 67,733,905 $ 103,952,632 $ 104,992,159

NET INCOME $ 53,485,453 $ 82,098,011 $ 82,919,236

CASH ON HAND $ 124,081,277 $ 195,948,191 $ 270,547,892

SHAREHOLDER EQUITY $ 163,888,908 $ 237,777,117 $ 312,404,430



“ We hope this document has 

provided you with insight into the 

great potential of our company.

Join us in our mission to provide 

consumers with power, stylish, fun to 

drive, high MPG vehicles, while 

reducing carbon emissions in the 

transportation sector to help the 

world reach its 2050 climate goals“



The world's leading supplier of low-pollution, 
high-power hybrid-drivetrains.

VISIT WEBSITE

contact: dbailey@derektech.com

fb: Derek Automotive Technologies

twitter: Cleanengineman

web: www.derekautomotive.com

instagram: derekwbailey

phone number: 202-253-0043

DEREK AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

https://slideshop.com/
https://slideshop.com/
https://slideshop.com/PowerPoint-Behavioral-Economics
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